
China Seed Market To Hit $3.9 Billion!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

China is the second largest seed market in the world. China’s current market 
is $2.9 Billion annually and experts forecast it to hit $3.9 Billion 
in the next 2.5 years. SZSN is already expanding to keep ahead of the demand. 
Read the news, and watch for more Monday. Get on SZSN!

It might be a stretch to describe either the Minister or his Shadow as ’pretty’.

Another possible problem with balance is that it’s not an easy task to put all p
oints of view equally.
It’s protection , and the potential for its demise a subject of constant interes
t.
And the style of lawn bowls played on this side of Crows Nest is totally differe
nt.
Another possible problem with balance is that it’s not an easy task to put all p



oints of view equally.
’Howard is sweating, no question,’ opined Parliament cafe attendant Donna Worral
l.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has spent the last week in crisis talks, attem
pting to overcome the Federal Government’s lack of legal options.
Isn’t that what this is?
Meanwhile other men in ties explain why work hours are longer, food more expensi
ve,  sleep more difficult to come by, children abandoned to child-care,  houses 
too costly.
He may, privately, fantasise endlessly about the Shadow Workplace Relations Mini
ster.
Then in the evening news comments from two or three politicians and maybe an exp
ert are generally included in a story lasting up to two-and-a-half minutes.
Objectivity is an impossible aspiration for the newshound.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
’ Ms Worrall said Mr Howard appeared to do ’remarkably well’ in the test, being 
able to identify most coffee types with the exception of the four different type
s of latte on offer.
in short there’s very little to balance.
’ Ms Worrall said Mr Howard appeared to do ’remarkably well’ in the test, being 
able to identify most coffee types with the exception of the four different type
s of latte on offer.
The belief that one can briefly set aside one’s axioms and bias in order to pen 
an objective factual account of some event or another is hopelessly naive.
But paradoxically it remains important to make the attempt - despite awareness t
he attempt is doomed to failure.
The State has been permeable at certain times to certain political agendas which
 have resulted in genuinely democratic reforms.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
Now, though, in an unprecedented coup, the Irony Party of Australia has obtained
 pictures of alien worlds beyond even the wildest dreams of the US-based Space A
gency.
Some appeared to be more susceptible to his influence, and quickly succumbed.
Now, though, in an unprecedented coup, the Irony Party of Australia has obtained
 pictures of alien worlds beyond even the wildest dreams of the US-based Space A
gency.
For Hockey, Gillard may be a swan, a delectable morsel, a daunting, unattainable
, delicious and tantalising femme fatale.
Joe Hockey may personally have a penchant, a crush, a ’thing’ for Julia.
Then in the evening news comments from two or three politicians and maybe an exp
ert are generally included in a story lasting up to two-and-a-half minutes.
’It has been an extremely difficult situation,’ Mr Downer said on Monday.
Of course, the truth is, it’s all very easy to take a huge, benevolent corporati
on like CocaCola-Amatil to task.
I know at Ryde they are proud of their liberal attitudes and they won’t come at 
the imposition of a shorts-only-with-long-socks rule during competition matches.

We are not at war with Iran.
I know at Ryde they are proud of their liberal attitudes and they won’t come at 
the imposition of a shorts-only-with-long-socks rule during competition matches.

There are two compelling propositions supporting this conclusion.
Among them - perhaps the most vital foreign policy question - for the West and f
or the people of Iraq - ou est Tintin?
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
This enviable position is in modern times rarely achieved and difficult to maint
ain.



Australia is nominally a liberal democracy of the Westminster tradition.
But paradoxically it remains important to make the attempt - despite awareness t
he attempt is doomed to failure.
But an idea that all perspectives should be equally represented in the media in 
the interest of balance does not discount any of these views.
Meanwhile, a kind of lip service is maintained to the facade of balance so essen
tial to a democratic facade of long tradition.
The answer appears to lie in inaccessible fine print of the sedition bill, or pe
rhaps in the fine print of a future amendment to it, as yet unimplemented but li
kely retrospective when enacted.
In the wake of this latest insensitive statement about birds, the Prime Minister
 was even more prompt.
in short there’s very little to balance.
However much one might legally wish an unfortunate death upon these public figur
es, no mention is to be made of how this happy state of affairs might be achieve
d forthwith.
The monarchic tradition is one awkward flaw in the status of a legitimate, indep
endent Australia.
Ultimately, though, they are serving the incumbents in helping to creating an il
lusion of ongoing democratic debate.
Some appeared to be more susceptible to his influence, and quickly succumbed.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
org or use this  convenient email form
The student of history yet to have lived through a substantial period of it is a
t a natural disadvantage in approaching historical contemplation.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has spent the last week in crisis talks, attem
pting to overcome the Federal Government’s lack of legal options.
While it might be supposed that the established institutions, the principle role
 of the public broadcaster is to reflect community sensibilities, and community 
opinion.
’It has been an extremely difficult situation,’ Mr Downer said on Monday.
Ultimately, though, they are serving the incumbents in helping to creating an il
lusion of ongoing democratic debate.
Nor is it true to say there are no fora  for less powerful voices to be heard.
The belief that one can briefly set aside one’s axioms and bias in order to pen 
an objective factual account of some event or another is hopelessly naive.
It applies regardless of whether the walls are built of stone, of words, or of t
he technologies of electronic misinformation.
In the wake of this latest insensitive statement about birds, the Prime Minister
 was even more prompt.
But the truth is nobody is more interested in bringing the pleasant luxuries of 
the West to impoverished humans in disadvantaged corners of the planet than the 
goodly executives of Coke.
Beyond the acknowledged and unacknowledged filters that limit who is heard and h
ow often, the idea of balance is rendered irrational by the refusal of media out
lets to let all perspectives be heard.
’The good voters of Bennelong won’t be taken in by Madame Blow-In,’ he told a mo
derate, intelligent talk-back radio host.
But Opposition Leader Kevin Rudd’s star recruit said there is more to upper Nort
h Shore politics than deciphering difficult cafe menus.
Iran has an embassy in Australia, an ambassador, and as Trad suggests, there is 
trade between the two nations.
Not only was the tubby minister’s statement grossly inappropriate, profoundly pa
triarchal and like something from a previous century, it was by no means accurat
e.
But sedition laws, as mentioned, appear to be at the best of times among the too
ls and devices of a State on shaky ground, without a secure sense of itself, and
 prone to fits of wild paranoia.
He may, privately, fantasise endlessly about the Shadow Workplace Relations Mini



ster.
It’s protection , and the potential for its demise a subject of constant interes
t.
Fortresses in General are much more Harmful than Useful.
It applies regardless of whether the walls are built of stone, of words, or of t
he technologies of electronic misinformation.
Occasionally, if sufficiently loony, it may be that the Greens are allowed a ten
-second spot towards the back of the story.
The last thing the people of Longueville need is to become another Balmoral.
But sedition laws, as mentioned, appear to be at the best of times among the too
ls and devices of a State on shaky ground, without a secure sense of itself, and
 prone to fits of wild paranoia.
And the dangerous political decision might at the same time put the people on th
eir guard.
But in any case, whether the critical point of consolidation is reached and pass
ed consciously or unconsciously - by accident or design -  the outcome is the sa
me.
Jamelot Sample a selection from the populist and libertarian new CD Jamelot, ass
orted flamencish and djangoesque with salubrious bottoms and jazzy strains.
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
Balance is presented as another worthy aspiration for those preparing the events
 of the day for the consumption of the citizenry.
Common sense and decency might dictate that these extremists be suppressed.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has spent the last week in crisis talks, attem
pting to overcome the Federal Government’s lack of legal options.
The first is that, to paraphrase Orwell, looking from Opposition to Government, 
to lobbyist, we can scarcely tell any more which is which.
Balance is presented as another worthy aspiration for those preparing the events
 of the day for the consumption of the citizenry.
It applies regardless of whether the walls are built of stone, of words, or of t
he technologies of electronic misinformation.
The belief that one can briefly set aside one’s axioms and bias in order to pen 
an objective factual account of some event or another is hopelessly naive.
Mr Howard thought about the question, and firmly shook his head.
Instead, the Government is asked to respond to the Opposition’s comment, and bot
h the Opposition and the Government said Israel had a right to defend its territ
ory against Hezbollah.
’Howard is sweating, no question,’ opined Parliament cafe attendant Donna Worral
l.
Hockey has chubby cheeks and a fatuous grin, while Gillard is generally serious 
and somewhat severe.
The State has been permeable at certain times to certain political agendas which
 have resulted in genuinely democratic reforms.
The English wars of distant centuries between citizens and monarchs that establi
shed the powers and limits of high office still well understood in Britain have 
no context here.
It would have been hell for the players to even begin to consider such sophistic
ated metaphysical issues.
We, the public, can only guess at this congruent extension, apparently known to 
cognoscenti among the Federal Police.
It would have been hell for the players to even begin to consider such sophistic
ated metaphysical issues.
Or of the lunatic Government of the most powerful foreign country in the world.
In the first case they are unnecessary and in the second case harmful.
But a cosy complacence prevents the development of any fledgling concern for the
 future of the Australian nation into a serious articulation in public debate of
 what may lie ahead.
There are two compelling propositions supporting this conclusion.
Some appeared to be more susceptible to his influence, and quickly succumbed.



Objectivity is an impossible aspiration for the newshound.
Balance is presented as another worthy aspiration for those preparing the events
 of the day for the consumption of the citizenry.
But Opposition Leader Kevin Rudd’s star recruit said there is more to upper Nort
h Shore politics than deciphering difficult cafe menus.
Fortresses in General are much more Harmful than Useful.
This change, though,  is significant, in large part because the standing committ
ees have allowed for the genuine critique of Government legislation and the effe
cts of policy.
I know at Ryde they are proud of their liberal attitudes and they won’t come at 
the imposition of a shorts-only-with-long-socks rule during competition matches.

Hockey has chubby cheeks and a fatuous grin, while Gillard is generally serious 
and somewhat severe.
And one of the things that makes rulers believe in force is the fact that they h
ave fortresses to fall back on.
The State has been permeable at certain times to certain political agendas which
 have resulted in genuinely democratic reforms.
But in any case, whether the critical point of consolidation is reached and pass
ed consciously or unconsciously - by accident or design -  the outcome is the sa
me.
’ But Federal Health Minister and Howard confidante Tony Abbott denies there are
 ructions in Government circles.
As Cricket Australia pointed out, they would have been fined two million dollars
 if they pulled out, so it really was an incredibly difficult situation for them
.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
This change, though,  is significant, in large part because the standing committ
ees have allowed for the genuine critique of Government legislation and the effe
cts of policy.
But Opposition Leader Kevin Rudd’s star recruit said there is more to upper Nort
h Shore politics than deciphering difficult cafe menus.
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
Objectivity is an impossible aspiration for the newshound.
The content of this Internet material can hardly be less ’factual’ than the prin
ted and television material that is its stylistic precursor.
For example, those who believe stridently in the legitimisation of polygamy are 
rarely given a platform for their political position.
Unfortunately the Opposition steadfastly fails to recognise that it is taking up
 space that otherwise might have been taken by people asking hang on, aren’t we 
being farmed here?
And it dispenses with a disingenuous pretence to an objective position.
Beyond the acknowledged and unacknowledged filters that limit who is heard and h
ow often, the idea of balance is rendered irrational by the refusal of media out
lets to let all perspectives be heard.
Perhaps in the circles he moves Gillard is considered less a powerful politician
 and more a scrumptious bit.
Keysar Trad, a spokesman for the mufti, has already pointed out that Australia h
as relations with Iran.
Another possible problem with balance is that it’s not an easy task to put all p
oints of view equally.
But the presentation of all points of view is more easily said than done, and is
 not necessarily advisable.
But there is little doubt that Hockey is by far the cuter and cuddlier of the tw
o.
It applies regardless of whether the walls are built of stone, of words, or of t
he technologies of electronic misinformation.
Hockey is rotund, while Gillard is gaunt and towering.



And one of the things that makes rulers believe in force is the fact that they h
ave fortresses to fall back on.
But paradoxically it remains important to make the attempt - despite awareness t
he attempt is doomed to failure.
Ultimately, though, they are serving the incumbents in helping to creating an il
lusion of ongoing democratic debate.
’ But Federal Health Minister and Howard confidante Tony Abbott denies there are
 ructions in Government circles.
’Howard is sweating, no question,’ opined Parliament cafe attendant Donna Worral
l.
But the attempts of the anti-nuclear lobby to spin a nightmarish tale from the i
ncident have proved fruitless, with the nuclear accident in actuality nothing mo
re than a red herring.
And his assertion that Gillard is prettier than he is may be refuted by many of 
those familiar with the appearance and demeanour of the two.
Or ’The Making of Statements Inimicable To Current Government Policy’.
It might be a stretch to describe either the Minister or his Shadow as ’pretty’.

Another possible problem with balance is that it’s not an easy task to put all p
oints of view equally.
Joe Hockey may personally have a penchant, a crush, a ’thing’ for Julia.
Of course, the truth is, it’s all very easy to take a huge, benevolent corporati
on like CocaCola-Amatil to task.
But there is little doubt that Hockey is by far the cuter and cuddlier of the tw
o.
Not only was the tubby minister’s statement grossly inappropriate, profoundly pa
triarchal and like something from a previous century, it was by no means accurat
e.
And his assertion that Gillard is prettier than he is may be refuted by many of 
those familiar with the appearance and demeanour of the two.
Balance is presented as another worthy aspiration for those preparing the events
 of the day for the consumption of the citizenry.
’The good voters of Bennelong won’t be taken in by Madame Blow-In,’ he told a mo
derate, intelligent talk-back radio host.
The student of history yet to have lived through a substantial period of it is a
t a natural disadvantage in approaching historical contemplation.
Sometimes a Business Council luminary or chief executive officer or irate union 
brain will be given voice.
It’s protection , and the potential for its demise a subject of constant interes
t.
Born without passionate conflict, the Australian nation has foundations that are
 tenuous at best, even on the basis of its problematic sovereignty.
org or use this  convenient email form
Joe Hockey may personally have a penchant, a crush, a ’thing’ for Julia.
But the truth is nobody is more interested in bringing the pleasant luxuries of 
the West to impoverished humans in disadvantaged corners of the planet than the 
goodly executives of Coke.
However much one might legally wish an unfortunate death upon these public figur
es, no mention is to be made of how this happy state of affairs might be achieve
d forthwith.
Another possible problem with balance is that it’s not an easy task to put all p
oints of view equally.
Gillard has short-cropped sensible low maintenance ginger hair, while Hockey spo
rts a fluffy black crop.
Keysar Trad, a spokesman for the mufti, has already pointed out that Australia h
as relations with Iran.
Fortunately it’s not difficult, with an Internet connexion, to avoid the kind of
 balance preferred nowadays on the public and commercial airwaves and in the pri
nt media of Australia.
The English wars of distant centuries between citizens and monarchs that establi



shed the powers and limits of high office still well understood in Britain have 
no context here.
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
Hockey has chubby cheeks and a fatuous grin, while Gillard is generally serious 
and somewhat severe.
This is a country where I have trained all citizens to put aside all thoughts of
 decency in the pursuit of low interest rates and keeping dark-skinned foreigner
s out.
’ The impasse was broken yesterday by a coincidence of events that permitted aut
horities on both sides of the Indian Ocean to seek a solution with renewed impet
us.
In which case, how can it be said to be seditious to call for support for Iran w
ithin Australia?
For example, those who believe stridently in the legitimisation of polygamy are 
rarely given a platform for their political position.
We, the public, can only guess at this congruent extension, apparently known to 
cognoscenti among the Federal Police.
It applies regardless of whether the walls are built of stone, of words, or of t
he technologies of electronic misinformation.
This is a country where I have trained all citizens to put aside all thoughts of
 decency in the pursuit of low interest rates and keeping dark-skinned foreigner
s out.
Iran has an embassy in Australia, an ambassador, and as Trad suggests, there is 
trade between the two nations.
Keysar Trad, a spokesman for the mufti, has already pointed out that Australia h
as relations with Iran.
In which case, how can it be said to be seditious to call for support for Iran w
ithin Australia?
Balance is presented as another worthy aspiration for those preparing the events
 of the day for the consumption of the citizenry.
The content of this Internet material can hardly be less ’factual’ than the prin
ted and television material that is its stylistic precursor.
And one of the things that makes rulers believe in force is the fact that they h
ave fortresses to fall back on.
But a cosy complacence prevents the development of any fledgling concern for the
 future of the Australian nation into a serious articulation in public debate of
 what may lie ahead.
The policy of Terra Nullius and the theft of a continent,  another issue still u
nresolved, is a flaw far more terrible.
The monarchic tradition is one awkward flaw in the status of a legitimate, indep
endent Australia.
Within an hour prime ministerial advisors called another press conference in ord
er that he might retract his earlier statement, which had in the meantime become
 a hot issue for talkback
Keysar Trad, a spokesman for the mufti, has already pointed out that Australia h
as relations with Iran.
Hockey is rotund, while Gillard is gaunt and towering.
Balance is presented as another worthy aspiration for those preparing the events
 of the day for the consumption of the citizenry.


